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LESPORTSAC COLLECTION BOOK MULTI BOX/STRAWBERRY PATCH 2021-04
for as long as they have existed the national parks have been the scene of some of the most intensive commercial activity in
the american west selling yellowstone recounts the story of such activities in our oldest park from the 1870s through the 1960s
it is the first book to examine critically the role of business in the development of america s national parks demonstrating
how profit driven entrepreneurs shaped the physical landscape of what is generally perceived as unaltered wilderness jacket

Proceedings of the Church Missionary Society for Africa and the East... 1899
george s patton jr lived an exciting life in war and peace but he is best remembered for his world war ii battlefield exploits
patton s war an american general s combat leadership november 1942 july 1944 the first of three volumes follows the general
from the beaches of morocco to the fields of france right before the birth of third army on the continent in highly engaging
fashion kevin hymel uncovers new facts and challenges long held beliefs about the mercurial patton not only examining his
relationships with his superiors and fellow generals and colonels but also with the soldiers of all ranks whom he led using new
sources unavailable to previous historians and through extensive research of soldiers memoirs and interviews hymel adds a new
dimension to the telling of patton s wwii story

The baptist Magazine 1844
by the end of the american war in vietnam the coastal province of phú yên was one of the least secure provinces in the republic
of vietnam it was also a prominent target of the american strategy of pacification an effort purportedly separate and distinct
from conventional warfare to win the hearts and minds of the vietnamese in robert j thompson iii s analysis the consistent and
consistently unsuccessful struggle to place phú yên under saigon s banner makes the province particularly fertile ground for
studying how the americans advanced pacification and why this effort ultimately failed in march 1970 a disastrous military
engagement began in phú yên revealing the enemy s continued presence after more than three years of pacification clear hold and
destroy provides a fresh perspective on the war across multiple levels from those making and implementing policy to those
affected by it most pointedly thompson contends that pacification far from existing apart from conventional warfare actually
depended on conventional military forces for its application his study reaches back into phú yên s storied history with
pacification before and during the french colonial period then focuses on the province from the onset of the american war in
1965 to its conclusion in 1975 a sharply focused fine grained analysis of one critical province during the vietnam war thompson
s work demonstrates how pacification is better understood as the foundation of u s fighting in vietnam



Selling Yellowstone 2002
this title combines prose with scholarship to provide the complete inside story of how singin in the rain was made marketed and
received

Patton's War 2021-11-01
whom we shall welcome examines world war ii immigration of italians to the united states an under studied period in italian
immigration history danielle battisti looks at efforts by italian american organizations to foster italian immigration along
with the lobbying efforts of italian americans to change the quota laws while italian americans and other white ethnics had
attained virtual political and social equality with many other groups of older stock americans by the end of the war italians
continued to be classified as undesirable immigrants her work is an important contribution toward understanding the
construction of italian american racial ethnic identity in this period the role of ethnic groups in u s foreign policy in the
cold war era and the history of the liberal immigration reform movement that led to the 1965 immigration act whom we shall
welcome makes significant contributions to histories of migration and ethnicity post world war ii liberalism and immigration
policy

Clear, Hold, and Destroy 2021-05-06
delivering aid examines local welfare practices policies and debates during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
in a diverse collection of western communities including protestant cash crop homesteaders catholic hispanic subsistence
farmers miners in a dying mining center residents in a dominant regional city native americans on an indian reservation and
farmers and workers in a stable mixed economy krainz investigates how communities used poor relief mothers pensions blind
benefits county hospitals and poor farms as well as explains the roles that private charities played in sustaining needy
residents delivering aid challenges existing historical interpretations of the development of america s welfare state most
scholars argue that the progressive era was a major transformation in welfare practices due to new theories about poverty and
charity yet drawing on evidence from local county pauper books krainz concludes that by focusing on implementation welfare
practices show little change still assistance varied widely since local conditions settlement patterns economic conditions
environmental factors religious practices existing relief policies and decisions by local residents shaped each community s
welfare strategies and were far more important in determining relief practices than were new ideas concerning poverty



Singin' in the Rain 2009
phelps investigates the on the ground implementation of president lyndon johnson s war on poverty during the 1960s and 1970s
and argues that the fluid interaction between federal policies urban politics and grassroots activists created a significant
site of conflict over the meaning of american democracy

Whom We Shall Welcome 2019-03-05
exploring the mental worlds of the major groups interacting in a borderland setting cynthia cumfer offers a broad multiracial
intellectual and cultural history of the tennessee frontier in the revolutionary and early national periods leading up to the
era of rapid westward expansion and cherokee removal attentive to the complexities of race gender class and spirituality cumfer
offers a rare glimpse into the cultural logic of native american african american and euro american men and women as contact
with one another powerfully transformed their ideas about themselves and the territory they came to share the tennessee
frontier shaped both cherokee and white assumptions about diplomacy and nationhood after contact both groups moved away from
local and personal notions about polity to embrace nationhood excluded from the nationalization process slaves revived and
modified african and american premises about patronage and community while free blacks fashioned an african american doctrine
of freedom that was both communal and individual paying particular attention to the influence of older european concepts of
civilization cumfer shows how tennesseans along with other americans and europeans modified european assumptions to contribute
to a discourse about civilization one both dynamic and destructive which has profoundly shaped world history

Delivering Aid 2005
argues that lgbtq catholics and their allies have been struggling for recognition and pastoral care in the u s catholic church
since the 1940s using a variety of strategies to integrate their faith and sexuality and navigate the institutional church

A People's War on Poverty 2014
what was the real impact and significance of the october revolution of 1917 this avowedly revisionist interpretation by a major
russian dissident seeks to place lenin and those around him in the proper perspective since the takeover of russia was the
result of a coup d état by a tiny minority of criminals that yuri felshtinsky doesn t hesitate to call gangsters the communist
regime was doomed from the start yuri felshtinsky received a phd in history from rutgers university his books include the



failure of the world revolution 1991 blowing up russia with alexander litvinenko 2007 and the corporation russia and the kgb in
the age of president putin with vladimir pribylovsky 2008 he lives near boston massachusetts

Separate Peoples, One Land 2012-09-01
on february 19 1942 president franklin roosevelt issued executive order 9066 the primary action that propelled the removal and
incarceration of japanese americans from the last days of that month when california s terminal island became the first site of
forced removal to march of 1946 when the last of the war relocation authority concentration camps was finally closed the
federal government incarcerated approximately 120 000 persons of japanese ancestry social workers were integral cogs in this
federal program of forced removal and incarceration they vetted registered counseled and tagged all affected individuals
staffed social work departments within the concentration camps and worked in the offices administering the resettlement the
planned scattering of the population explicitly intended to prevent regional re concentration in its unwillingness to take a
resolute stand against the removal and incarceration and carrying out its government assigned tasks social work enacted and
thus legitimized the bigoted policies of racial profiling en masse facilitating injustice reconstructs this forgotten
disciplinary history to highlight an enduring tension in the field the conflict between its purported value base promoting
pluralism and social justice and its professional functions enabling injustice and actualizing social biases highlighting the
urgency to examine the profession s current approaches practices and policies within today s troubled nation this text serves
as a useful resource for students and scholars of immigration ethnic studies internment studies u s history american studies
and social welfare policy history

LGBTQ Catholic Ministry 2022-12-14
when new mexico became an alternative cultural frontier for avant garde anglo american writers and artists in the early
twentieth century the region was still largely populated by spanish speaking hispanos anglos who came in search of new personal
and aesthetic freedoms found inspiration for their modernist ventures in hispano art forms yet when these arrivistes elevated a
particular model of spanish colonial art through their preservationist endeavors and the marketplace practicing hispano artists
found themselves working under a new set of patronage relationships and under new aesthetic expectations that tied their art to
a static vision of the spanish colonial past in a contested art historian stephanie lewthwaite examines the complex hispano
response to these aesthetic dictates and suggests that cultural encounters and appropriation produced not only conflict and
loss but also new transformations in hispano art as the artists experimented with colonial art forms and modernist trends in
painting photography and sculpture drawing on native and non native sources of inspiration they generated alternative lines of
modernist innovation and mestizo creativity these lines expressed hispanos cultural and ethnic affiliations with local native



peoples and with mexico and presented a vision of new mexico as a place shaped by the fissures of modernity and the dynamics of
cultural conflict and exchange a richly illustrated work of cultural history this first book length treatment explores the
important yet neglected role hispano artists played in shaping the world of modernism in twentieth century new mexico a
contested art places hispano artists at the center of narratives about modernism while bringing hispano art into dialogue with
the cultural experiences of mexicans chicanas os and native americans in doing so it rewrites a chapter in the history of both
modernism and hispano art published in cooperation with the william p clements center for southwest studies southern methodist
university

Lenin and His Comrades 2010-10-26
protestant missionaries in latin america colonial civilizers in the pacific peace corps volunteers in africa since the 1890s
thousands of american teachers mostly young white middle class and inexperienced have fanned out across the globe innocents
abroad tells the story of what they intended to teach and what lessons they learned drawing on extensive archives of the
teachers letters and diaries as well as more recent accounts jonathan zimmerman argues that until the early twentieth century
the teachers assumed their own superiority they sought to bring civilization protestantism and soap to their host countries but
by the mid twentieth century as teachers borrowed the concept of culture from influential anthropologists they became far more
self questioning about their ethical and social assumptions their educational theories and the complexity of their role in a
foreign society filled with anecdotes and dilemmas often funny always vivid zimmerman s narrative explores the teachers
shifting attitudes about their country and themselves in a world that was more unexpected and unsettling than they could have
imagined

Facilitating Injustice 2019-10-17
in 1915 the road system in south florida had changed little since before the civil war travelling from miami to ft myers meant
going through orlando 250 miles north of miami within 15 years three highways were dredged and blasted through the everglades
ingraham highway from homestead 25 miles south of miami to flamingo on the tip of the peninsula tamiami trail from miami to
tampa and conners highway from west palm beach to okeechobee city in 1916 florida s road commission spent 967 in 1928 it spent
6 8 million tamiami trail originally projected to cost 500 000 eventually required 11 million these roads were made possible by
the 1920s florida land boom the advent of gasoline and diesel powered equipment to replace animal and steam powered implements
and the creation of a highway funding system based on fuel taxes this book tells the story of the finance and technology of the
first modern highways in the south



Report and Transactions - Guernsey Society of Natural Science and Local Research 1889
in 1973 a group of california lawyers formed a non profit public interest legal foundation dedicated to defending conservative
principles in court calling themselves the pacific legal foundation they declared war on the u s regulatory state the sets of
rules legal precedents and bureaucratic processes that govern the way americans do business believing that the growing size and
complexity of government regulations threatened u s economy and infringed on property rights pacific legal foundation began to
file a series of lawsuits challenging the government s power to plan the use of private land or protect environmental qualities
by the end of the decade they had been joined in this effort by spin off legal foundations across the country the other rights
revolution explains how a little known collection of lawyers and politicians with some help from angry property owners and
bulldozer driving sagebrush rebels tried to bring liberal government to heel in the final decades of the twentieth century
decker demonstrates how legal and constitutional battles over property rights preservation and the environment helped to shape
the political ideas and policy agendas of modern conservatism by uncovering the history including the regionally distinctive
experiences of the american west behind the conservative mobilization in the courts decker offers a new interpretation of the
reagan era right

The Baptist Record, and Biblical Repository 1846
without destroying ourselves is an intellectual history of native activism seeking greater access to and control of higher
education in the twentieth century john a goodwin traces themes of henry roe cloud s ho chunk vision for native intellectual
leadership and empowerment in the early 1900s to the later missions of tribal colleges and universities tcus and education
based self determination movements of the 1960s onward vital to cloud s work was the idea of how to build from native identity
and adapt without destroying that identity as the central themes of the movement for native control in higher education
developed over the course of several decades a variety of native activists carried cloud s vision forward goodwin explores how
elizabeth bender cloud ojibwe d arcy mcnickle salish kootenai jack forbes powhatan renapé delaware lenape and others built on
and contributed to this common thread of native intellectual activism goodwin demonstrates that native activism for self
determination was never snuffed out by the swing of the federal government s pendulum away from tribal governance and toward
termination moreover efforts for native control in education remained a vital aspect of that activism without destroying
ourselves documents this period through the full accreditation of tcus in the late 1970s and reinforces tcus continuing
relevance in confronting the unique needs and challenges of native communities today



British Postal Guide 1869
strategy and reality collide in peter fey s gripping history of aircraft carrier uss oriskany s three deployments to vietnam
with carrier air wing 16 cvw 16 its tours coincided with the most dangerous phases of operation rolling thunder the ill fated
bombing campaign against north vietnam and accounted for a quarter of all the naval aircraft lost during rolling thunder the
highest loss rate of any carrier air wing during vietnam the johnson administration s policy of gradually applied force meant
that oriskany arrived on station just as previous restrictions were lifted and bombing raids increased as a result cvw 16
pilots paid a heavy price as they ventured into areas previously designated off limits by washington dc named after one of the
bloodiest battles of the revolutionary war the oriskany lived up to its name after two years of suffering heavy losses the ship
caught fire a devastating blow given the limited number of carriers deployed with only three months allotted for repairs
oriskany deployed a third and final time and ultimately lost more than half of its aircraft and more than a third of its pilots
the valor and battle accomplishments displayed by oriskany s aviators are legendary but the story of their service has been
lost in the disastrous fray of the war itself fey portrays the oriskany and its heroes in an indelible memorial to the fallen
of cvw 16 in hopes that the lessons learned from such strategic disasters are not forgotten in today s sphere of war bent
politics

A Contested Art 2015-10-01
dial records catered to jazz musicians and record collectors charlie parker was one of the major jazz artists to record with
dial his dial sessions occurred at the personal depths and artistic peaks of his career during which he introduced a number of
such jazz staples as ornithology and scrapple from the apple his ten sessions associated with dial are presented in detail and
include the repertory original issues and reissues titles and notated transcriptions and analyses of performances commentary
explains many of the titles to parker s pieces and collates the various recordings in which he performed his dial repertory
outside the confines of the dial studios these celebrated performances helped to shape modern jazz in addition to the catalogue
of parker s dial recordings jazz historians and scholars alike will appreciate the historical narrative detailing the evolution
of dial records its owner ross russell and its business relations with charlie parker this examination of the 1940 s jazz
record business sheds light on the dissemination of jazz via records five appendices complete this well organized and thorough
study of charlie parker and his legendary dial recordings



Innocents Abroad 2008-12-15
explores the intertwined histories of print and protest in the united states from reconstruction to the 2000s ten essays look
at how protestors of all political and religious persuasions as well as aesthetic and ethical temperaments have used the
printed page to wage battles over free speech test racial class sexual and even culinary boundaries and to alter the moral
landscape in american life

Roads Through the Everglades 2016-06-30
the official journal of the american association for the history of nursing

The Other Rights Revolution 2016-08-01
the harlem renaissance was a watershed moment for racial uplift poetic innovation sexual liberation and female empowerment
aphrodite s daughters introduces us to three amazing women who were at the forefront of all these developments poetic
iconoclasts who pioneered new and candidly erotic forms of female self expression maureen honey paints a vivid portrait of
three african american women angelina weld grimké gwendolyn b bennett and mae v cowdery who came from very different
backgrounds but converged in late 1920s harlem to leave a major mark on the literary landscape she examines the varied ways
these poets articulated female sexual desire ranging from grimké s invocation of a sapphic goddess figure to cowdery s frank
depiction of bisexual erotics to bennett s risky exploration of the borders between sexual pleasure and pain yet honey also
considers how they were united in their commitment to the female body as a primary source of meaning strength and transcendence
the product of extensive archival research aphrodite s daughters draws from grimké bennett and cowdery s published and
unpublished poetry along with rare periodicals and biographical materials to immerse us in the lives of these remarkable women
and the world in which they lived it thus not only shows us how their artistic contributions and cultural interventions were
vital to their own era but also demonstrates how the poetic heart of their work keeps on beating

Without Destroying Ourselves 2022-03
money laundering and terrorist financing are serious crimes that affect not only those persons directly involved but the
economy as a whole according to international standards every bank has the obligation to know its customers and to report
suspicious transactions although these obligations sound straightforward they have proved challenging to implement what



information precisely has to be gathered how should it be recorded if and when does one have to file a suspicious transaction
report it is here that a supervisor can play a crucial role in helping supervised institutions first in understanding the full
extent of the obligations of customer due diligence and suspicious transaction reports str and second in ensuring that those
obligations are not just words on paper but are applied in practice effective supervision is key to the success of a country s
aml cft system in this regard field work in both developed and developing countries has shown an overall low compliance in the
area of supervision of banks and other financial institutions supervisory compliance is indeed generally lower than the average
level of compliance with all financial action task force recommendations as a result by providing examples of good practices
this book aims to help countries better conform to international standards in this regard this handbook is specifically
designed for bank supervisors

Bloody Sixteen 2018-05
with original contributions from an international team of well known experts media activists and promising young scholars this
comprehensive volume examines community media from theoretical empirical historical and practitioner perspectives organized
thematically this collection explores the intersection between community media and issues of democratic theory and the public
sphere cultural politics and social movement theory neoliberal communication policy and media reform efforts as well as media
activism and international solidarity building foregrounding the relationship between symbolic and material relations of power
in an increasingly interdependent world this collection examines the role of alternative independent and community based media
in the global struggle for communicative democracy understanding community media explores a wide range of media forms and
practice each essay considers the particular and distinctive ways local populations make use of various technologies for
purposes of community communication taken together this distinctive collection provides an incisive and timely analysis of the
relationship between media and society technology and culture and communication and community features more than 35 original
cutting edge essays provides a comprehensive overview of community media around the world including essays on women s video
collectives in india indigenous radio in colombia street newspapers in canada and independent media in nigeria makes a timely
and important contribution to a burgeoning sub field of media and cultural studies

The Dial Recordings of Charlie Parker 1998-06-10
since its publication in 1962 rachel carson s book silent spring has often been celebrated as the catalyst that sparked an
american environmental movement yet environmental consciousness and environmental protest in some regions of the united states
date back to the nineteenth century with the advent of industrial manufacturing and consequent growth of cities as these
changes transformed peoples lives ordinary americans came to recognize the connections between economic exploitation social



inequality and environmental problems in turn as the modern age dawned they relied on labor unions sportsmen s clubs racial and
ethnic organizations and community groups to respond accordingly the myth of silent spring tells this story by challenging the
canonical songbirds and suburbs interpretation associated with carson and her work the book gives readers a more accurate sense
of the past and better prepares them for thinking and acting in the present

Protest on the Page 2015-04-20
through research in cardiff edinburgh kew london philadelphia and washington in largely unpublished manuscripts together with
the use of secondary sources the author has been able to present the first coherent picture of george johnstone a vigorous and
intelligent but turbulent and always controversial figure

Nursing History Review, Volume 4 1995-09-29
general william c westmoreland has long been derided for his failed strategy of attrition in the vietnam war historians have
argued that westmoreland s strategy placed a premium on high body counts through a big unit war that relied almost solely on
search and destroy missions many believe the u s army failed in vietnam because of westmoreland s misguided and narrow strategy
in a groundbreaking reassessment of american military strategy in vietnam gregory daddis overturns conventional wisdom and
shows how westmoreland did indeed develop a comprehensive campaign which included counterinsurgency civic action and the
importance of gaining political support from the south vietnamese population exploring the realities of a large yet not wholly
unconventional environment daddis reinterprets the complex political and military battlefields of vietnam without searching for
blame he analyzes how american civil and military leaders developed strategy and how westmoreland attempted to implement a
sweeping strategic vision westmoreland s war is a landmark reinterpretation of one of america s most divisive wars outlining
the multiple interconnected aspects of american military strategy in vietnam combat operations pacification nation building and
the training of the south vietnamese armed forces daddis offers a critical reassessment of one of the defining moments in
american history

The Evangelical Magazine and Missionary Chronicle 1827
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